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CSCMatrix-class

Description

The structure of CSCMatrix is the same as the structure of dgCMatrix. However, the CSCMatrix has weaker constraints compared to dgCMatrix.

CSCMatrix only supports limited operators. The users can convert it to dgCMatrix for compatibility of existed algorithms.

Details

The CSCMatrix violates two constraints used in dgCMatrix:

- The row indices should be sorted with columns.
- The row indices should be unique with columns.

The result of matrix-vector multiplication should be the same.

Methods

- `dim` The dimension of the matrix object CSCMatrix.
- `dim<` The assignment of dimension of the matrix object CSCMatrix.
- `[` The subsetting operator of the matrix object CSCMatrix.
- `%*%` The matrix-vector multiplication of the matrix object CSCMatrix. The returned object is a numeric vector.

See Also

dgCMatrix-class

Examples

```r
# construct a CSCMatrix
m <- hashed.model.matrix(~ ., CO2, 8)
# convert it to dgCMatrix
m2 <- as(m, "dgCMatrix")
```
hashed.model.matrix Create a model matrix with feature hashing

Description
Create a model matrix with feature hashing

Usage
hashed.model.matrix(object, data, hash_size = 2^24, transpose = TRUE,
keep.hashing_mapping = FALSE)

Arguments
object formula. A model formula.
data data.frame. The original data.
hash_size positive integer. The hash size of feature hashing.
transpose logical value. Indicating if the transpose should be returned.
keep.hashing_mapping logical value. The indicator of whether storing the hash mapping or not.

Details
The hashed.model.matrix hashes the feature automatically during the construction of the model matrix. It uses the 32-bit variant of MurmurHash3 https://code.google.com/p/smhasher/wiki/MurmurHash3. Weinberger et. al. (2009) used two separate hashing function $h$(hash_h) and $\xi$(hash_xi) to determine the indices and the sign of the values respectively. Different seeds are used to implement the hashing function $h$ and $\xi$ with MurmurHash3.

The object formula is parsed via terms.formula with "tag" as special keyword. The interaction term is hashed in different ways. Please see example for the detailed implementation. The "tag" is used to expand the concatenated feature such as "1,27,19,25,tp,tw" which represents the occurrence of multiple categorical variable. The hashed.model.matrix will expand the tag feature and produce the related model matrix.

The "tag" accepts two parameters:

• split, character value used for splitting.
• type, one of existence or count.

The user could explore the behavior via function tag.

References
Examples

# Construct the model matrix. The transposed matrix is returned by default.
m <- hashed.model.matrix(~ ., CO2, 2^6, keep.hashing_mapping = TRUE)
# Print the matrix via dgCMatrix
as(m, "dgCMatrix")
# Check the result of hashing
mapping <- unlist(as.list(attr(m, "mapping")))
# Check the rate of collision
# mean(duplicated(mapping %*% 2^6))
# The result is CSCMatrix which supports simple subsetting and matrix-vector
# multiplication
# rnorm(2^6) %*% m

# Detail of the hashing
## The main effect is hashed via `hash_h`
all(hash_h(names(mapping))) %*% 2^6 == mapping %*% 2^6
## The sign is corrected by `hash_xi`
hash_xi(names(mapping))
## The interaction term is implemented as follow:
m2 <- hashed.model.matrix(~ .^2, CO2, 2^6, keep.hashing_mapping = TRUE)
mapping2 <- unlist(as.list(attr(m2, "mapping")))
mapping2[2] # PlantQn2:uptake
h1 <- mapping2["PlantQn2"]
h2 <- mapping2["uptake"]
library(pack)
hash_h(rawToChar(c(numToRaw(h1, 4), numToRaw(h2, 4)))) # should be mapping2[2]

# The tag-like feature
data(test.tag)
df <- data.frame(a = test.tag, b = rnorm(length(test.tag)))
m <- hashed.model.matrix(~ tag(a, split = ",", type = "existence")::b, df, 2^6,
keep.hashing_mapping = TRUE)
# The column `a` is splitted by "," and have an interaction with "b":
mapping <- unlist(as.list(attr(m, "mapping")))
names(mapping)

---
tag

**Expand concatenated feature**

Description

Expand concatenated feature

Usage

tag(x, split = ",", type = c("count", "existence"))
test.tag

Arguments

x character vector or factor. The source of tag features.
split character vector. The split symbol for tag features.
type character value. Either "count" or "existence". "count" indicates the number of occurrence of the tag. "existence" indicates the boolean that whether the tag exist or not.

Value

integer vector for type = "count" and logical vector for type = "existence".

Description

This is a vector to demo the concatenated feature.

Usage

test.tag

Format

For each element, the string represents the occurrence of different tags. For example, the string "1,27,19,25,tp, tw" of the first instance represents that the feature ‘1’ is TRUE, the feature ‘27’ is TRUE, et. al. On the contrary, the missing feature such as ‘2’ is FALSE.
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